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The gathering of the blind          
 
At that time, we were invited to participate in a seminar, 

Elite Papuan Christian youth organized that seminar,  

The young elites were followers of the Christian religion,  

White people introduced this religion to them; this white man came from the continent of Europe, 

The common assumption was that the white man is better and a bearer of truth than the black man, 

So, at that time, these elite Papuan Christian youth sponsored the white man to talk in the seminar,  

Many young Black people attended, about 200-300 people, 

They gathered in a hall. 

The location, building and hall belonged to this religion, 

The hall was divided into four sections, 

The front podium was decorated in theme colours for the seminars,  

The front rows had comfortable latter seats for honourable guests,  

Behind this row was for the public, ordinary chairs but comfortable,  

And there was outside, the yard with green grass, 

The elite youth were busy arranging chairs, the food and drink when we arrived,  

They welcomed each guest in a pleasurable manner,  

Everything seemed safe and pleasant.  

At the entrance, there are two young men selling books, 

As soon as we arrived, we were greeted and asked to sit in the front row, but we refused, 

My brother and I chose to sit in the middle of the back row, among the young men, 

The honourable seminar guest speakers, the white men, sat in the front row with the elite Blackmen,  

Many young black men attended. 

They all sat in the middle rows, all with their pens and notebooks ready,  

The white man started talking, and everyone was so quiet, 

Some took notes, others stared, and some fell asleep,  

The purpose of the talk was to help these black people to rethink the religion of Christianity, especially about theology 

and Jesus.  

The weather was so hot and humid,  

After 2 hours of speech, we had a break,  

During the break, the elite's youth handed out drinks,  

As they were handing the drinks to thirsty participants, I noticed something.   
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The sickly mysterious boy  

In the front row of honourable guests and elites, there was a little boy,  

The boy had no shoes, looked like he had not showered for days, had grubby clothes on his sickly body,  

 boogies dripping past his lips down to his chest,  

The boy was not sitting; he was leaning towards the chairs and watching what was happening,  

One of the black women who were part of the elite youth started to pass drinks around to the honourable guests and 

audience,  

I wasn't sure whether he was seen by the crowd or not,  

But the elite black woman who shared the drinks did not notice the boy,  

The boy was ignored; his existence was not acknowledged in the service of the elites,  

After witnessing this, my brother and I went straight home,  

We did not stay for the next session of the seminar.   

 

The prince amongst the blind crowd  

Who was that little boy?  

The little boy was a prince, the son of the great king of the cosmos,  

disguised as a sickly little boy, mixing with humanity, 

 attempting to open their eyes, but they were too distracted with the external glory of man,  

Too blind to see him. 

The little boy was the spirit of God, but our hearts were disconnected unable to feel God’s presence,  

The little boy was the answer to the seminar, but our minds were closed,  

The little boy was the key to our problems, and we were lost to see that the key was right in front of our eyes, 

waiting to be recognized, waiting to be seen.  
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